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introduction

What was once confined to the attic or garage has exploded into
a billion-dollar industry. Today, there are around 50,000 storage
facilities nationwide. This accounts for 2.3 billion sq ft in rentable
space. To give you some scale that’s 3 times the size of Manhattan.
That’s enough space for all 330 million Americans to physically
stand under the facilities’ rooftop at this very moment. As many
Americans begin to downsize, reduce their ecological footprint,
and become less mobile. The need for temporary storage during
resettlement and relocation is on a decline.
How will these facilities then be utilized when excessive storage is
no longer necessary? Could they transition as the need for storage
becomes obsolete?
This thesis aims readapt a storage facility in response to a shifting
decline in the industry. A design that would transition a storage
facility from its original program to one that brings the community
together. Not only aiming to readapt self-storage but to get you to
think about the possibilities of that 2.3 billion sq ft in rentable space.
And how space which is considered one of the most valuable
commodities today has been allocated not to the communities,
but to stuff.

Fig 1
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investigation

Fig 2

1960, first self storage building
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3k

Canada

50 Russia

average annual revenue $6 billion

global industry growth

average annual revenue $18 million

50k

United States
90% of self storage facilities worldwide
average annual revenue $40 billion

2k

New England
41% of self storage facilities in Europe
average annual revenue $96 million

150 China

110 Alaska

610 France

545 Spain

1k

Japan
50% are of self storage are located in tokyo
average annual revenue $542 million

50 Brazil
1.6k

Australia
average annual revenue $1.1 billion

250 South Africa

The global self-storage market was valued at
$48.02 billion in 2020. The average profit margin of
the self-storage industry in 2020 41%. By 2026 the
industry is expected to see an CAGR of 5%. The
United States is leading in the self storage industry
by an exponential amount.
Ninety percent of self storage globally are
located in the United States. With consumerism at
an all time high Americans have more possessions
than ever. The United States has over 2.3 billion
sf in rentable space. Approximately 3 times the
size of Manhattan. Enough space for all 330
million Americans to physically stand under these
facilities’ rooftop. Yet, this space store forgotten
items, unwanted good, and knick knacks. The link
between consumerism and self storage is evident
more than ever.

490 New Zealand

average annual revenue $146 million
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disembodiment from the home

Historically Americans provided
their own storage within the
home. Typical storage were
clustered in areas such as
closets, basements, and attics.

As Americans consumed more,
storage was ejected from the
home and forced into the
garage. While some homes
remained to keep storage within
the home as well.

1950

With the first self storage built
in the 1960’s. Americans were
able to store their overflow of
possessions in storage facilities.
These facilities are usually within
the same town to allow for easy
access.

Portable storage containers
became a popular alternative
to self storage facilities. Portable
containers are dropped at the
user’s home and packed by the
user. The user has the option to
keep the container on their own
property.

1970

1990

The user could also have the
container shipped to a new
location, generally for moving to
a new home.

The user couldchoose to have
the contain stored at a facility
owned by the container
company. The facility is generally
not accessed by the user, and
the container has to be brought
to the user’s home to retrieve
items from within.

15

As Americans begin to downsize, reduce
their ecological footprint, and become less
mobile. The need for temporary storage
during resettlement and relocation is on
a decline. By using projected minimalism
data the rate that self storage will be
occupied in the future is show below.

construction rate

Construction Spent + Occupancy Rate

100%100%
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Construction Spent + Occupancy Rate
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80% 80%

60% 60%

40% 40%

20% 20%
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existing data

predicted data
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unit sizes

5’x5’

10’x10’

25sf [$1.77]
$44.23

10’x20’

100sf [$0.94]
$94.28

4%

5’x10’

200sf [$0.68]
$137.14

30%

10’x15’

25sf [$1.18]
$61.92

moving

inadequate home storage

downsizing

business

37% of renters use storage facilities
temporarily when in the process of
moving.

22% of renters use storage facilities when
their home storage is not adequate
enough.

15% of renters are downsizing. Often times
is caused by a decrease in the family size
or a death.

5% of renters use the facilities for business
purposes.

27%

10’x30’

150sf [$0.82]
$124.24

13%

unit interior

25sf [$0.61]
$183.73

18%

The other 21% of this graph is for renters
that list other or storing a vehicle.

8%
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Building
Organization

building organization

prefab

Fixed
Storage

masonry
with steel

Single Story
Conditioned

light gauge

single story
conditioned

multi story
conditioned

city limits

urban

mid range

affordable

Portable
Storage

single story
unconditioned

Single Story
Unconditioned

masonry

beam
and purlin

typical typologies
Self Storage has five main typology types. Of those are multi story conditioned, single
story conditioned and unconditioned, portable pod storage, and open warehouse
facilities. The single story facilities are often a hybrid between the two conditioned and
unconditioned. By using a combination of multiple typologies operators can maximize
the site potential. These facilitates are space efficient utilizing more than 63% on
storage. In smaller sites this number gets close to 80%. Multi story facilities are mostly
located in high density urban areas. The single story conditioned is often a hybrid
typology sharing an insulated wall with an unconditioned unit. Single story conditioned
is the fasted to be constructed. However, this typology is projected to be the first
typology type to be demolished when storage facilities become less in demand.

Multi Story
Conditioned
Container
Warehouse
suburban

high end

Fig 3

single story unconditioned

single story conditioned

multi story conditioned
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inspirations

Fig 4
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Fig 5
Tiered Garden
OVO Grąbczewscy
Architekci’s
Krakow, Poland

Fig 7
Reflection of both the city and the region,
the center is also intended to provide
a model for sustainable construction,
energy efficiency, and education that
inspires immersive visitor engagement.
Seamlessly combines nature and city.

Fig 6
Green Cloud
Zhubo Design
China, 2018

PXSTL
Freecell Architecture
Saint Louis, MO

A wall-less extension of the museum and
academia, it forms a physical platform
for varied planned programs. The fabric
is removable allowing for varied activity
throughout the seasons.

Fig 8
A low-technique required renovation
method. Improves rainwater
management ability as well as providing
green space.

Ambient 30 60
Umwelt
Santiago, Chile

Cultural center to a public park. Ability to
transform itself from a cultural center to a
public park. Creates a conditioned space
both climatically and programmatically.
25

site

Fig 9
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self storage by state
150 240

1.3k
180

390
850

470
480

190

630

1k

1k

1k+

590

600
1k

500
5.2k

500+

1.3k

240
380

3.7k

>500

810

1.6k
1.5k

1.7k 1.3k

1.3k

1.7k
1.9k

360

720

750

610 1.1k

630
540

1k

1.9k

1.4k

300
350
350

1k
670

There are over 50,000 self storage facilties
in the United States. This eqautes to
passing a storage facility every 15 minitues.
Thus I had pontent ially 50,000 sites to
choose from. Naturally I choose a site one
in Georgia as I pass several potenial sites
everyday. The site is owned and operated
by Public Storage, the number one
operator in self storage. Both typologies of
a single story facility and multi facility are
located on the site. This provides a unique
opportunity to see how the these two units
could be adapted separately of together.
The small amount of local parks serve
mostly as small scale playgrounds meant
exclusively for children. By readapting into
a more open immersive area that serves
as an urban garden the residents would
have central space. While also providing
a spacial massing that would change
over time as self storage becomes less
neccesary.

1k
2.8k
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Self Storage

site context
Briar Vista Elementary School

Elementary School
Retail

Apartments + Townhomes

Single Family Homes

Shepherds L
an
eN
E

Luxury Apartments

Pre School
Self Storage

Retail

E

Roa
d

NE

ista

N
Road
liff
rc

Single Family Homes

Bri
a

Lav

Preschool + Autism Center

Multi Story Conditioned
Peachtree Baptist Church

Church
Single Story Unconditioned

Apartments + Townhomes

2080 Briarcliff Rd NEAtlanta, GA 30329
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multistory condtioned structure

roof cover

units

concrete foundation
The footing is placed below
the frost line. Footing providies
extra support at the base of the
foundation.

steel super structure
Nearly all self storage facilities
use a steel structure. As it has the
highest load bearing capacity
and it relatively light. As each
floor needs to suppurort a heavy
load amount considering the
weight of items to be placed in
the units on each floor.

facade
Various facades can be apllied
to theses facilties to help them
blend into the surrounding area.
On this site a thin brick veneer is
applied. Also storefront glazing
is used for the display area and
entry.

concrete floor slabs

facade

concrete floor slabs
Steel-reinforced slabs, typically
between 100 and 500 mm thick,
are most often used to construct
the floors in self storage facilties.

units
Typically the larger facility
contains over a thousand
conditioned units. These units
range from 5’ x 5‘ (25 sqft) to 10’
x 30‘ (300 sqft). The units are fire
rated.

roof cover
Protects the building and its
contents from the effects of
weather.

steel super structure

concrete foundation
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singlestory uncondtioned structure

concrete foundation
A slab is poured to forml footing;
reinforcing rods strengthen
the thickened edge. The slab
normally rests on a bed of
crushed gravel to improve
drainage. Casting a wire mesh
in the concrete reduces the
chance of cracking.

light gauge framing
Steel-reinforced slabs, typically
between 100 and 500 mm thick,
are most often used to construct
the floors in self storage facilties.

units
Typically the smaller facility
contains over a hundred
conditioned units. These units
range from 10’ x 10‘ (100 sqft) to
10’ x 30‘ (300 sqft). The units are
fire rated.

roof cover

units

roof cover
Protects the building and its
contents from the effects of
weather.

light gauge framing

concrete foundation
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design

Fig 10
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recyclability

By decomposing existing storage units within the facility excess
material will be left over. Instead of sending this material to a
landfill it was repurposed. As metal studs are fairly easy to cut
a series of seating and planters can be created using recycled
metal studs and aluminum panels.

Aluminum Framing Studs

Framing Studs
Recyclability 80%

80%
Aluminum Panel

Roll Up Door

5%

70%

Aluminum Panel

Aluminum Cap

70%

40%

seating

metal stud

aluminum panel

Only 52% of all metal is recycled. From that 30% of all aluminum
is recycled. Self storage facilities can use up to 70% of aluminum
framing and panels during construction. The prefabricated
design of metal buildings means that the components arrive
pre-cut and ready to go. This saves time and money during the
construction process.

metal stud

small planter box

large planter box
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phase 0

multi story building decomposition

phase 1

third floor

third floor

second floor

second floor

ground floor

ground floor
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phase 2

phase 3

third floor

third floor

second floor

second floor

ground floor

ground floor
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phase 0

ground floor

single story unconditioned building decomposition

phase 1

ground floor

45

phase 2

ground floor

phase 3

ground floor
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The community garden promotes self sufficiency
by allowing the local residents to grow and sell
their crops. The garden provides an interactive
activity that can be interacted with seasonally.
The open space provides various areas for local
merchants to set up temporary farmers market
which generates revune for the community. The
tarps are able to provide shade and harvest rain
and fog.

multistory spacial massing intervention

49

plan

single story elevation
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community garden + market zone

The community garden promotes self sufficiency by
allowing the local residents to grow and sell their
crops. The garden provides an interactive activity that
can be interacted with seasonally. The open space
provides various areas for local merchants to set up
temporary farmers market which generates revune for
the community. The tarps are able to provide shade
and harvest rain and fog.
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Water Collection

activity zone

educational zone

Fitness

Rock Climbing

Swings

Drawing Surfaces

The activity zones promotes active play for
all ages. Rock-climbing, swings, drawing
surfaces, and rope climbing are some of
the various activities that are integrated
within this zone. The area is also spacious
enough for other sport activities.

Sitting Area

The educational zone provides a
reading area where locals can donate
and retrieve books. There are multiple
educational instrution located around
the site. This space provides outdoor class
room and reading space.

55

public art + market zone

The public exhibition zone creates a
space where local artist can create and
perform. This area promotes creativity
within the community while allowing local
artisit to sell and host art classes.
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conclusion

This project highlighted where we are today in society. While storage has been necessary for
individuals in transition. The overwhelming amount that exists is a reflection of our value of
possessions. While self-storage continues to thrive, the mindset is beginning to shift. To a mindset to
one that will no longer value excessive possessions but instead look towards space as a valuable
commodity and source of togetherness. This project is only the beginning of a growing trend.
Fig 11
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